
Offer a wide variety of patient populations world class treatment with PrimusRS. Collect better evaluation and rehabilitation data and full color graphs. Easily track your clients' progress. Accelerate recovery with objective, clinical decision making and optimal care. Use the same technology trusted by leading researchers and healthcare professionals.

Create New Opportunities
- Build diverse referral sources and expand your business
- Capture incremental revenue through physical performance testing with written reports
- Easily turn denials into approvals with BTE's objective, detailed evaluation and treatment progress reports
- Provide Sports Rehab, Workers Comp, FCEs, Orthopaedic Rehab, Hand Therapy, Task Simulation, and more with one, versatile system

"Physicians refer clients to my practice specifically for testing with the BTE Primus."

For over 30 years, clinics, orthopaedic hospitals, research sites, chiropractic facilities, and athletic performance centers have relied on BTE's advanced equipment for objective, functional evaluation, rehabilitation, and training. With over 4,000 installations worldwide, a wide variety of clinics and industries use BTE technology to support evidence-based practice and optimal patient care.

Call us today to eliminate guesswork and provide a measurable difference — enhancing your outcomes and improving quality of care.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE TRUE LEADER IN:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Sports &amp; Lower Extremity Rehab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hand &amp; Upper Extremity Rehab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Industrial Rehab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Orthopaedic Rehab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Back Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• FCEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cardiac &amp; Pulmonary Rehab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Task Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Workers Comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Maximum &amp; Repetitive Lift Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Geriatrics &amp; Neuro Rehab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Consistency of Effort Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fitness for Duty Testing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BTE proudly offers education courses to help you realize superior clinical and business outcomes. Continuing education from experts in the field is included with your purchase or rental to ensure that you get the most out of your PrimusRS. Courses are held regularly at both our Denver and Baltimore offices. Attending gives your staff the confidence and knowledge to implement effective treatment and marketing plans, helping you meet the demands of today’s medical-legal environment.
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The Technology of Human Performance
EXPECT MORE... YOUR PATIENTS DO.

Offer a wide variety of patient populations world class treatment with PrimusRS. Collect better evaluation and rehabilitation data and full color graphs. Easily track your clients' progress. Accelerate recovery with objective, clinical decision-making and optimal care. Use the same technology trusted by leading researchers and healthcare professionals.

Create New Opportunities

- Build diverse referral sources and expand your business
- Capture commercial revenue through physical performance testing with evidence-based medicine
- Easily form details into proposals with BTE’s objective, detailed procedures and realistic force magnitude reports.
- Provide Sports Rehab, Workers Comp, TDI, Orthopaedic Rehabilitation, Physical Therapy, Task Simulation, and more with one, versatile system.
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Offer a wide variety of patient populations world class treatment with PrimusRS. Collect better evaluation and rehabilitation data and full color graphs. Easily track your clients’ progress. Accelerate recovery with objective, clinical decision-making and optimal care. Use the same technology trusted by leading researchers and healthcare professionals.

Create New Opportunities

- Build diverse referral sources and expand your business
- Capture commercial revenue through physical performance testing with obstacle courses
- Easily form deals into approved with BTE’s objective, detailed measurements and healthcare provider reports
- Provide Sports Rehab, Workers Comp, PTSD, Orthopaedic Rehab, Back Therapy, Task Simulation, and more with one, versatile system

Physicians refer clients to my practice specifically for testing with the BTE Primus.

For over 30 years, clinics, orthopaedic hospitals, research sites, chiropractic facilities, and athletic performance centers have relied on BTE’s advanced equipment for objective, functional evaluation, rehabilitation, and training. With over 4,000 installations worldwide, a wide variety of clinics and industries use BTE technology to support evidence-based practice and optimal patient care.

Call us today to eliminate guesswork and provide a measurable difference—enhancing your outcomes and improving quality of care.

Subfacation

It takes more than smart technology to deliver your care. BTE proudly offers education courses to help you realize superior clinical and business outcomes. Continuing education courses are delivered at both our Denver and Baltimore offices. Attending gives you staff the confidence and knowledge to implement expanded treatment options and improve the quality of your healthcare environment.

Expect More...

- Time saving software evaluation & treatment templates
- Objective, real time strength & endurance graphs
- Print evaluation and progress reports in color
- Easy-to-use touch screen software
- Adjustable swing-arm monitor
- Work head rotates 360 deg for exercise at any angle
- Work head height adjusts from 19” to 84” to simulate any activity
- Measure speeds up to 4500 deg/s
- 30 attachments for simulating any activity stored on side panels
- Compact footprint: 28”x 60” Chair/Bench: 22”x 59”
- Optional chair attaches to unit for stable exercising under high forces
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Get the clinical advantage with PrimusRS

- Provide superior clinical outcomes for your clients
- Help patients achieve the full range of prescribed resistance and endurance exercises
- See results and give your practice a competitive edge in performance feedback

Get your patients back to top form – at home, at work, and on the field

- Four platforms all in one smart system: Upper & Lower Extremity, Lift, Cable Column, and Task Simulator
- Replicate virtually any functional activity
- All resistance modes: CPM, isotonic, isometric, isokinetic
- Advanced training capabilities: Eccentrics, Plyometrics, Rhythmic Stabilization, Neuromuscular Re-Education
- Make optimal clinical decisions with objective data on patient performance and progress from evaluation to treatment

Get your patients back to top form – at home, at work, and on the field.

The best investment you can make to grow

Offer a wide variety of patient populations world class treatment with PrimusRS. Collect better evaluation and rehabilitation data and full color graphs. Easily track your clients’ progress. Accelerate recovery with objective, clinical decision-making and optimal care. Use the same technology trusted by leading researchers and healthcare professionals.

Create New Opportunities

- Build diverse referral sources and expand your business
- Capture testimonials through physical performance testing with swing-arm monitor
- Easily form direct ties approving with BTE’s objective, detailed evaluation, and rehabilitation report
- Provide Sports Rehab, Workers Comp, CEUs, Orthopaedic Rehab, New Therapy, Task Simulation, and more with one, versatile system
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EXPECT MORE... YOUR PATIENTS DO.